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Abstract
In this study,we developed a semi-empirical formula for predictingfission barriers of super-heavynuclei
(SHN), which have fissilitiesχ>48.5428, based ona former formula proposed byMyers and Swiatecki
[1999 Phys. Rev.C 60, 014 606].We calculatedfission barriers for isotopeswithZ=100–135 usingour
formula and the Lublin-StrasbourgDropmodel. Itwas found that themacroscopic component of the
fissionbarrier is less than 0.2MeV,which is large enough tobe consideredwithmicroscopic part for
many SHN.These resultswere compared to eachother and to those estimatedusingother approaches.
Throughevaluationsof theoreticalfission barriers, we found that there is a significant difference, up to a
fewMeV, between the results obtained fromdifferentmodels. Inother words, recent fissionbarrier
predictions are very uncertain. Finally, the results of this study are useful for estimating the spontaneous-
fission lifetime andproductioncross sections of unknownsuper-heavynuclei.

1. Introduction

Thefission barrier is one of themost important factors in estimating the production cross sections andfission
lifetimes of super-heavy nuclei (SHN). This enables evaluation of the competition between theα decay and
fission processes. Indeed, calculations of the cross sections and the spontaneousfission lifetime strongly depend
on the fissionwidth of a formed compoundnucleus [1–6]. Because the fission decaywidth is exponentially
proportional to thefission barrier [7, 8], the cross sections and thefission lifetimeare highly sensitive to this
barrier. It has been reported that an uncertainty of 1MeV in the fission barrier can result in a difference of one
orderofmagnitude in calculated the cross sections [4, 9, 10]. This can lead tomajor difficulties in conducting
experiments; that is, the beamtime of accelerator facilitiesmay change from a fewmonths to years.
Presently, measuring thefission barrier remains a challenge for experimentalists. In practice, this quantity is

often determined based on the survival probability of an excited compound nucleus in a fusion reaction. Hence,
SHNsynthesis cross sections must bemeasured to extract the probability. The procedures for determining the
fission barrier also present a theoretical problembecause of the differences in both theoreticalmodels and
intermediate parameters (i.e., level density, compound nucleus formation probability, friction coefficient, shell
correction, etc.), which generateunavoidable uncertainties [11–14]. For instance, the shell damping energy (Ed),
to which the level parameter is exponentially proportional [15, 16], can be varied from 13MeV to 25MeV [13],
leading to a change of up to a feworders ofmagnitude in the evaporation residue cross sections [4, 17] of SHN
production cross sections. Another factor that affects thedetermination of thefission barrier is the viscosity
coefficient, whichhas a value in the range of 1×10−21–30×10−21 s−1 [1] (and therein).Note that a variation
of only 2×10−21–8×10−21 s−1 in this coefficient can change the cross sections by one order ofmagnitude
[13]. Additionally, experimental data for SHN are very limited because of the small synthesis cross sections and
short lifetimes of SHN. Therefore, it is difficult to experimentally obtain thefission barrier.
Since there arenoexperimental data forunknownSHN,estimationsof thefission barrieraremainly basedon

theoreticalcalculations. Thefissionbarrier canbedescribed in termsof twocomponents:macroscopic energy (BLD)
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